1. Introduction {#sec1}
===============

There are about 16 million new strokes per year worldwide \[[@B1]\], and about 5 million of the survivors will sustain motor and/or cognitive impairments for the rest of their lives \[[@B2]\]. This situation leads to high societal costs in medical care and rehabilitation expenses, with annual costs above €38 billion in Europe \[[@B3]\]. Collaterally, there is decreasing participation of these patients in professional and social life since stroke survivors frequently suffer from mood disorders or depression \[[@B4], [@B5]\]. Therefore, due to its direct and indirect effects, stroke is one of the main contributors for the worldwide burden of disease \[[@B6], [@B7]\].

Following stroke, enduring rehabilitation is needed for maximum recovery. This requires long-term hospitalization or outpatient rehabilitation, a situation that is extremely demanding both for patients and national health systems. In fact, there is a growing interest towards early supported discharge from hospitals and at-home rehabilitation \[[@B8], [@B9]\]. Nonetheless, despite outpatient rehabilitation programs, it is generally assumed that the full potential for recovery is reached in the first 6 months after stroke, with patients then being discharged from rehabilitation \[[@B10]\]. This might be problematic as there is evidence that the brain remains plastic at later stages post stroke, meaning that there can still be place for additional recovery \[[@B11], [@B12]\]. Ideally, stroke patients should undergo maintenance rehabilitation throughout life to prevent functional deterioration. Indeed, a significant decline in mobility after rehabilitation discharge is expected in one fifth of chronic patients, having a direct impact in performing activities of daily living (ADL) \[[@B13]\]. Thus, there is a need to find solutions to provide patients with tools that allow them to have enduring rehabilitation at their homes.

In recent years, novel technology-based systems have been developed for at-home stroke rehabilitation \[[@B14]--[@B23]\]. Although the price of these systems is lower than standard technology-based rehabilitation devices, most of them are still unaffordable for the majority of patients. Moreover, these systems usually rely on particular hardware components, require elaborate setups, and/or need remote guidance, which makes them difficult to use particularly if we take into account that most of the stroke patients are elderly.

To provide patients with effective, uncomplicated, and inexpensive rehabilitation at their homes, we have developed the Neurorehabilitation Training Toolkit (NTT), a PC-based interactive system for upper-limb rehabilitation. The NTT makes use of well-established state of the art requirements for effective rehabilitation after stroke, providing training that is frequent, reiterative, and task specific \[[@B24]--[@B26]\], and that presents feedback on performance and outcomes \[[@B27]--[@B29]\]. These characteristics are achieved through the use of game-like tasks displayed on a standard computer, designed to address the specific upper-limb deficits of stroke patients.

In the last few years, a number of standard commercial videogames have been used for stroke rehabilitation \[[@B30], [@B31]\]. Although the concept is valid, these are ad hoc solutions since these games were designed for a different target population, therefore not fully addressing the needs and capabilities of the patients. In previous work we developed and evaluated a game for rehabilitation that provides personalized training that is adjusted to the individual capacities of the patients \[[@B32]\]. In this way, patients can undergo a challenging training task designed towards their specific motor deficits (thus avoiding boredom), without falling beyond the patients capabilities which could lead to frustration. We have shown that the use of such an approach as a complement to standard rehabilitation leads to improved and accelerated recovery in acute stroke patients \[[@B18]\]. With the NTT, we go one step further because we are able to assess movement kinematics and psychometrics that allow the personalization of a number of training objectives. These objectives include the range of motion and movement smoothness.

The NTT consists of widely available home-based technologies, namely, a PC or laptop, two mice, and an Internet connection. This configuration makes the system uncomplicated and rather inexpensive, and therefore accessible and affordable for most patients. The use of an Internet connection is twofold. On one hand, the game "lives" online---for an easy upgradeability of the software---and requires no installation. On the other hand, it can be used to monitor and assess the progress of patients remotely. Additionally, the NTT encompasses automatic questionnaires to assess the usability, engagement, and acceptance of the training tasks, as well as to measure the training impact on the performance of ADLs. Here we present the design concepts behind the NTT, the results of a pilot study where we developed a novel personalization algorithm based on functional motor outcomes, and demonstrate the NTT capabilities as an assessment and monitoring tool tested with healthy users. Due to its simplicity and innovative features, we believe that the NTT is a powerful tool that will give patients access to an affordable, effective, and long-term rehabilitation at their homes, allowing them to maximize and sustain recovery while increasing their overall quality of life.

2. Materials and Methods {#sec2}
========================

The NTT is a software-based motor training toolkit that is accessed and executed from Internet as a web applet by means of an Internet browser ([Figure 1(A)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). NTT has been verified to work with the most commonly used browsers such as Internet Explorer, Google Chrome, Safari, Firefox, and Opera. In this context, the web browser serves as the interface to the training toolkit, allowing its execution without needing local installation or additional software besides the NTT applet itself. In addition to a PC with an Internet connection, the NTT user needs a working email account for communication and user support if needed.

On the hardware side, the NTT can run on any modern computer with Windows O.S. (Windows XP, Vista, or 7) ([Figure 1(B)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). The only requirement for the PC is to have two mice connected to it. Computer mice are widespread, reliable, and extremely low-cost devices that will serve to track the physical movements of the arms of the patients, which in turn will be used to interact with the NTT. Technically, the main advantage of the NTT is the ability to capitalize on existing common hardware to deliver personalized and continued training. This is achieved by the low hardware requirements and the accessibility of our online system ([Figure 1(C)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). Internet serves as the distribution channel for the NTT, offering its training and other advantages to any patient anywhere in the world with access to a PC and an Internet connection. Furthermore, NTT upgrades are immediately deployed to the user\'s home without requiring action from their side. The NTT can be accessed at <http://neurorehabilitation.m-iti.org/NTT/>.

Our web services serve a threefold mission: *instruction*, *training* and *feedback*. The NTT site provides detailed instruction on how to use and operate the NTT. After giving informed consent, access to the NTT training is granted. The NTT runs as an embedded application on our site and delivers the training, logs data, and communicates with patients ([Figure 1(D)](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). A remote data server is used to store log files after each training session containing relevant information such as the training date, user ID, data on the physical movements during training, game events, performance measures, and hardware configuration. Email services are used to communicate access codes and relevant user questionnaires after specific NTT training sessions.

2.1. NTT Game Training Scenario {#sec2.1}
-------------------------------

The NTT web application was developed with the Python programming language using the open source game engine Panda3D (<http://www.panda3d.org>), which is maintained by Carnegie Mellon University. NTT is designed along neuroscientific and therapeutic guidelines for stroke rehabilitation based on a number of concepts: relevance of training to ADLs, neuroscientific principles of recovery, narrative, personalization or individualization, augmented feedback, and engagement.

### 2.1.1. Training Rational {#sec2.1.1}

After stroke, the recovery of the upper-limb functionality is essential for the recovery of the capacity of performing activities of daily living (ADL). The ability of a stroke survivor to perform ADLs determines his/her level of independence to a great extent and therefore the need of specialized care, dependence on relatives, and societal burden \[[@B33]\]. Hence, the improvement of upper-limb function is a priority after stroke. Effective therapies for motor rehabilitation support the notion of training intensity, frequency, and task-specificity as being determinant outcome factors \[[@B25], [@B34], [@B35]\]. However, patients do not always have access to the ideal training frequency and intensity. In addition, the training specificity towards the needs of the patient appears to be of special relevance since it optimizes the training outcome \[[@B36]\]. Consequently, an effective upper-limb training paradigm should be based on training intensity, frequency, iteration, task specificity, and personalization of training to the patient\'s needs. NTT exploits the above-mentioned principles in a game-like experience where patients are confronted with a virtual scenario that requires them to repeatedly perform physical movements of varying intensity in order to complete a task. The NTT training task is performed on a tabletop ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}).

With continuous research, more data about the poststroke brain mechanisms are becoming available which support the claim that neuronal plasticity is the main contributor for recovery \[[@B37]--[@B40]\]. Plasticity is a life-long property of the brain that allows cortical networks to reorganize and regain lost functionality, even many years after stroke \[[@B11], [@B41]\]. Recent findings show how the reorganization of perilesional and contralesional cortical networks contributes to the recruitment of functional corticospinal fibers, which is vital for recovery \[[@B39], [@B42]\]. Therefore, novel rehabilitation approaches should be designed to capitalize on brain plasticity to regain motor function by means of a functional reorganization of the cortical networks. It is widely established in the rehabilitation literature that training frequency and intensity are effective drivers for cortical reorganization \[[@B34], [@B35], [@B43]\]. However, more recent neuroscientific findings should also be integrated in current rehabilitation praxis. This is the case of approaches based on the Mirror Neuron System (MNS), a population of neurons located in premotor and parietal cortical areas that have particular properties that make them good candidates to mobilize plasticity, and for motor learning in general \[[@B44], [@B45]\]. The MNS is also known as the action recognition system because of its properties. These neurons are active both during the performance of meaningful and goal-oriented motor actions and the passive observation of those actions \[[@B46], [@B47]\]. Thus, this is a convenient neural system that can be exploited to activate motor-related areas and therefore to mobilize cortical plasticity by means of the observation of motor actions \[[@B48], [@B49]\]. Several motor rehabilitation approaches capitalize on this system to enhance or speed up recovery \[[@B32], [@B50], [@B51]\]. In a previous randomized controlled trial, we have shown that a VR system based on this principle speeds up recovery \[[@B18]\] in terms of motor function as measured by the Fugl-Meyer scale \[[@B52]\] and in ADLs as assessed by the Chedoke Arm and Hand Activity Inventory (CAHAI) \[[@B53]\]. Consequently, and in line with our previous work, we have integrated those neuroscientific aspects in the NTT by means of the presentation of a virtual character whose limbs perform meaningful goal-oriented actions that are triggered by and correlated with the physical movements of the arms of the patient. The combination of VR and goal-oriented actions has already been shown to activate the MNS and related motor areas, therefore facilitating functional cortical reorganization \[[@B50]\].

### 2.1.2. Training Task {#sec2.1.2}

In its current form, the NTT training task requires patients to be able to read, and not to have major cognitive deficits and seizures, sensory aphasias, or other perceptual problems that could impede the understanding of the task. Our training consists of a bilateral task that requires practicing range of motion and movement coordination. Several reasons support the choice of this particular task. First, a home-based training has to allow for a gradual functional integration and use of the paretic arm in the completion of tasks. Thus, our bilateral training task allows the patient to support the paretic arm with the nonparetic one when the task is too demanding. As such, our training task is also appropriate for hemiplegic patients with severely reduced mobility or motor control. Second, although evidence on the advantage of bilateral training when compared to unilateral training is limited \[[@B54]\], there are a number of findings that support its use \[[@B55], [@B56]\]. For instance, nowadays it is widely accepted that bimanual coordination is a largely distributed brain process, and therefore its training engages motor areas to a larger extent \[[@B57]\]. Moreover, since most patients manifest some degree of bimanual coordination deficit, bimanual coordination training is recommended to be part of any rehabilitation program \[[@B58]\]. Further, there is increasing evidence that bilateral training has a particularly beneficial effect in patients with low Fugl-Meyer motor scores, whereas it is as effective as unilateral training in well-recovered patients \[[@B55], [@B59]\].

The NTT bimanual training exercise is performed on a tabletop, providing arm support against gravity, what widens the spectrum of patients who can use it. The patient\'s hand movements are tracked by means of two computer mice that the patient is manipulating ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The interaction with real objects has been shown to elicit better kinematics \[[@B60]\]. The physical movements of the patient are then used to control the movements of the arms of an avatar that is displayed on the computer\'s screen. The avatar arms control the steering direction of a glider that flies forward at a constant speed, accumulating collectable objects. The turning speed of the glider (*α* deg/sec) is defined as a function of the distance between mice ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}):

$$\alpha = \text{gain} \cdot \left( {Y_{\text{Right}} - Y_{\text{Left}}} \right),$$ where *Y*~Right~ and *Y*~Left~ indicate the *Y* position of right and left mice, respectively, and gain is a factor that modulates the turning speed of the avatar.

### 2.1.3. Gaming Concepts {#sec2.1.3}

The glider control task was chosen due to the bimanual and intuitive nature of the control mechanism, the built-in control system that allows supporting the paretic arm actions with the nonparetic arm, the slow movement dynamics, and the pleasantness of a flying experience.

Improving on previous work, we decided to add a narrative element to the NTT since a flat and static virtual training task can make training monotonous and eventually limit the patient\'s engagement. Consequently, NTT exploits a simple narrative structure to build a story around the training task to increase the engagement of patients, facilitate the comprehension of the training objectives, and, most importantly, to deliver a clear sense of progress. This simple narrative is based on Freytag\'s classic concept of play and counter-play \[[@B61]\]. Play in our case describes how our player affects the world (an exciting force or rise), and counter-play how the world affects the player (a tragic force or decay). We created a sequence of plays and counter-plays that narrate the journey of our virtual character through an unknown environment that culminates with him finding home. The game structure includes a tutorial of the game, and a series of game levels/environments that lead the way to a narrative climax when home is reached ([Figure 3(a)](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}). In order to reach home, the avatar has to collect flying objects that enable him to complete the different game levels. Different game elements are used to shape the narrative curve; these include the task difficulty, presence of control disturbances, the choice of the color palette, the design of the environment itself, the choice of music and its rhythm, and the usage of the view/camera perspective.

In addition to the narrative component, the NTT makes extensive use of feedback using multiple and redundant feedback modalities to ensure that the patient understands the task and is positively rewarded for his/her accomplishments \[[@B28], [@B62]\]. For instance, on-screen pictorial instructions and a compass are used to indicate the direction and physical movements that are needed in order to get to the target. The current item to be collected is clearly indicated by a large moving arrow. To help the patient in the task, both the target arrow and the compass head turn from red into green when the avatar is correctly aligned in direction to the target. Every collected item is rewarded with a positive visual and auditory feedback. Collectable items are divided into easy (balloons) and hard (stars) ones, which are counted as separate scores. Finally, the total distance moved by the arms during training is continuously computed and updated on a screen counter ([Figure 3(b)](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}).

### 2.1.4. Personalization of Training {#sec2.1.4}

Since 1908, when Yerkes and Dodson discovered the relation between induced stress and task-learning performance in mice, it became clear that optimal learning is only achieved at intermediate stress levels \[[@B63]\]. Low and high levels of stress result in low performance levels ([Figure 4(a)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). These results were later replicated with humans in different research domains \[[@B64], [@B65]\]. Therefore, training systems such as the NTT that aim at optimizing motor learning and performance would benefit from incorporating this concept. Furthermore, the Yerkes-Dodson law is consistent with Csikszentmihalyi\'s flow theory that describes flow as "a state of peak enjoyment, energetic focus, and creative concentration by people engaged in adult play" \[[@B66]\]. Flow theory describes user experience during play (anxiety, boredom, and flow) depending on the challenge experienced and skill required. Flow is placed at the right balance between user skills and level of challenge ([Figure 4(b)](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}). Therefore, the NTT requires a built-in capacity to adjust the training parameters to an intermediate difficulty level, to avoid stressful/boring configurations, maximize learning, and to maximize user engagement as described by flow theory.

Our training parameters can be easily modified given that the NTT training task is implemented as a computer-based VR training task. A total of 4 task-related parameters (independent variables) define the training specifics: **speed** (the forward flying speed of the avatar), **turning** (turning speed of the avatar described as gain in ([1](#EEq1){ref-type="disp-formula"})), **acceptance radius** (how close one has to be to an object to collect it), and **distance** (distance between collectable items). Therefore, the overall objective of the personalization of these parameters is to allow the NTT to provide its users with a transparent, automated, autonomous, and unsupervised personalization of training. Consequently, this personalization of training allows the NTT to support both optimized training (Yerkes Dodson law) and better user engagement (Flow theory). Additionally, the training parameters can also serve the purpose of monitoring motor improvements over time. The main research objectives of this work are to analyze the interactions between game parameters, relate them to quantifiable training objectives such as range of motion, coordination or movement smoothness, and to propose a model to automate the parameter selection for optimal training.

### 2.1.5. Deployment and Built-In Protocol {#sec2.1.5}

The most novel and possibly the strongest aspect of a rehabilitation tool such as the NTT is that it is accessible for millions of patients, anywhere in the world. This poses many opportunities but also some challenges. The most important challenge is probably the lack of a direct control on the usage of the NTT. This means that aspects such as instruction, training duration and parameters, data collection (questionnaires and game data), and informed consents have to be dealt with directly and automatically from the NTT site and the application itself. Thus, the NTT web site guides the user through a simple step-by-step tutorial on how to execute the NTT applet. Additionally, a video tutorial has been created to explain the usage of the Neurorehabilitation Training Toolkit. Only after giving informed consent for participation in a research study, the NTT application itself is launched.

The use of NTT requires a working email address to receive an access password and questionnaires. Consistent with previous studies, the duration of the training is set to 20 minutes with a suggested training frequency of three times per week \[[@B18]\]. The patients\' behavioral data are automatically collected by the NTT.

Two self-report questionnaires were designed to gather demographic data, assess user experience and self-assessed improvements. The questionnaire on user experience consists of 13 questions that are presented in the format of a 5-point Likert scale where patients report their level of agreement/disagreement with respect to a number of statements. Self-assessed improvements in ADLs are evaluated by means of the modified Barthel Index questionnaire \[[@B67]\]. Questionnaires are sent via email in session 1 (start of training), 6 (2 weeks), 12 (one month), and so on. Questionnaires are displayed as web pages, and user data is collected using Google forms technology (Google Inc., Mountain View, CA, USA).

2.2. Pilot Study {#sec2.2}
----------------

### 2.2.1. Purpose and Procedures {#sec2.2.1}

In order to study the NTT properties and to develop a model for the automated update of the game parameters, a number of experiments were performed. 10 right-handed healthy naive participants aged 23 to 45 years (M = 30.5, SD = 6.69) from the University of Madeira were recruited to use the NTT. All participants were using the NTT for their first time, and the experiments were performed in a laboratory setting that always used the same hardware configuration. This pilot study followed standard approved guidelines and conformed to current EU and Portuguese legislation. All users gave their informed consent to participate in this study. Two identical mice (ems069i00, e-blue, Hong Kong) were used for tracking purposes. A total of 120 minutes of data were collected where participants played several "training levels" with random values for the different game parameters described in [Section 2.1.4](#sec2.1.4){ref-type="sec"} (speed, turning, acceptance radius, and distance). These parameters were selected within the exploratory space described in [Table 1](#tab1){ref-type="table"}, which was defined to range from an easy and controllable task to a difficult and highly demanding psychomotor task.

Complete log files of all game events, parameters, and all motor actions performed by participants were collected. These log files were stored in text format and subsequently imported into Matlab 2008a (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, USA) to perform the data analyses.

### 2.2.2. Accuracy of the Capturing Devices {#sec2.2.2}

Computer mice are inertial sensors, devices that are only capable of measuring instantaneous changes in position as opposed to absolute position. As a consequence, their position is calculated as the accumulated instantaneous changes in position, what makes them subject to drift. In order to assess the extent and impact of their drift, we have quantified it using AnTS, a camera-based vision tracking system that provides an absolute coordinate system free of drift (<http://neurorehabilitation.m-iti.org/software/>) \[[@B32], [@B68]\]. The AnTS tracking system was set up to track the position of the mouse on the table top while performing a NTT training session. The data from AnTS, captured using a camera with 640 × 480 pixel resolution and with a position accuracy of about 1 mm, was recorded synchronously with the reading from the mice. After the NTT session, we quantified the percentage of drift by comparing the position reconstructed with the mouse data and that coming from AnTS, it corresponded to 0.56% of the total distance travelled.

### 2.2.3. Kinematic Analysis of Upper-Limb Function {#sec2.2.3}

Relevant kinematic parameters for post-stroke rehabilitation include smoothness of movement, range of motion, and total arm displacement \[[@B60]\]. There is evidence showing that nonparetic arm kinematics and kinetics of patients do not significantly differ from those of normal subjects \[[@B69]\]. Thus, bilateral measurements from paretic and nonparetic arms become extremely valuable to assess and monitor improvement over time. Further, the NTT training task is unique because it allows us to assess characteristics such as arm coordination and contribution of each arm. Thus, data gathered by the NTT could allow for a kinematic analysis of upper-limb function, providing comparative data on each patient\'s paretic versus nonparetic arm. We performed a first pilot evaluation with healthy participants to assess the adequacy and validity of the NTT as a tool to assess the above-mentioned kinematic measures in healthy users.

Smoothness IndexConsistent with previous research, we define a Smoothness Index (SI) that quantifies the regularity and smoothness of a particular movement trajectory \[[@B69]\]. This measure allows us to assess the level of fine movement control of the NTT users for each arm independently. The smoothness of a movement depends on the number of segments in which it can be divided. Here we consider movement segments as those segments in between movement accelerations and decelerations. Therefore, the SI is computed from an analysis of the speed profile of a movement. We define SI as the count of the number of local minima in the speed profile for a specific action. Thus, lower SI values indicate movements with a smoother velocity profile, whereas higher values indicate those movements with more acceleration changes. Before the calculation of the SI, mice data are prefiltered with a Gaussian window filter of 1 sec length to reduce the amount of noise.

Arm DisplacementIn order to display feedback about the actual work that has been realized, NTT also computes the accumulated distance that each hand has been displaced during training ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, training scores). This is a measure of actual physical exercise and allows us to assess the exact amount of physical movement that was needed by each user to complete the training tasks.

Range of MotionAnother relevant kinematic measure, related to the actual amount of physical movement, is Range of Motion (ROM). There is evidence that suggests that ROM can be used as a predictor of functional outcome in ADL \[[@B70]\]. As such, being able to automatically assess and monitor ROM throughout the training process can become a rather valuable feature of the NTT, particularly when complemented with the Barthel Index assessment for performance in ADLs \[[@B67]\]. The ROM that is measured by the NTT results from the combined action of shoulder and elbow (extension and flexion) on the end effector, the hand, which is tracked with the mouse. ROM captures aspects of the movement dynamics, providing information on functional arm aperture that other measures cannot provide. In the case of stroke patients, a limited ROM does not necessarily indicate limited movement within the working ROM. Our operational measure of functional ROM---the ROM being effectively used during the NTT training---is computed in cm from consecutive arm extensions and flexions as measured by mice.

Arm Coordination and Arm ContributionAs opposed to other rehabilitation approaches, NTT allows for an automated and objective quantification of functional outcomes, some of which are not possible to quantify in real-world tasks without the aid of interactive technologies. One particular example of this unique capability of the NTT is the ability to quantify arm coordination. During NTT training, and because of the bilateral nature of its training, physical movements are expected to be symmetrical movements performed simultaneously with both arms. We therefore quantify arm coordination as the absolute value of the correlation coefficient between the data from both mice. Consequently, the computation of the correlation coefficient of perfectly coordinated movements would result in a coefficient equal to 1. Our quantification of movement coordination is particularly advantageous for our purpose since the correlation operation is insensitive to the actual gain of the movement. Namely, perfectly correlated (coordinated) movements are not required to be of the same amount but should follow the same temporal profile. This means that the NTT enables us to separately assess movement coordination and arm contribution to the training task. The later---separate arm contribution---is computed by assessing the particular involvement of each arm in the steering of the avatar. Since the avatar\'s heading direction is driven by the differential in position of the two mice, the training can be performed with dissimilar involvement of the paretic and nonparetic arms ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). Thus, the contribution of each arm is computed as the correlation coefficient between the arm movement trajectories over time and the effective heading direction changes as described by ([1](#EEq1){ref-type="disp-formula"}). So, a low correlation coefficient will be obtained for an arm with reduced contribution to the bilateral control task.

ModelingIf successful, the ability of the NTT to provide us with relevant behavioral information about the patient\'s motor capabilities will allow us to assess the impact of the NTT on different aspects of motor recovery. Here we introduce how the NTT can be tailored to automatically self-adapt depending on the user\'s needs. In order to do so, we first have to quantify the relationship between our kinematic analysis of upper-limb function and the NTT training parameters. For that reason we use a multiple regression modeling approach. Consistent with previous work on psychometrics, our model considers all game parameters, its second-order terms, and first-order interactions \[[@B32]\]. In our case, we propose to model each of the previously described kinematic measures ([Section 2.2.3](#sec2.2.3){ref-type="sec"}) in the following way:

$$\begin{aligned}
{\mathbf{K}\mathbf{i}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{e}\mathbf{m}\mathbf{a}\mathbf{t}\mathbf{i}\mathbf{c}{\,\,}\mathbf{m}\mathbf{e}\mathbf{a}\mathbf{s}\mathbf{u}\mathbf{r}\mathbf{e}} & {= c_{0} + c_{1}\ast\mathbf{s}\mathbf{p}\mathbf{e}\mathbf{e}\mathbf{d} + c_{2}\ast\mathbf{t}\mathbf{u}\mathbf{r}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{i}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{g}} \\
 & {\quad + c_{3}\ast\mathbf{a}\mathbf{c}\mathbf{c}\mathbf{e}\mathbf{p}\mathbf{t}\mathbf{a}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{c}\mathbf{e} + c_{4}\ast\mathbf{d}\mathbf{i}\mathbf{s}\mathbf{t}\mathbf{a}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{c}\mathbf{e}} \\
 & {\quad + c_{5}\ast\mathbf{s}\mathbf{p}\mathbf{e}\mathbf{e}\mathbf{d}\ast\mathbf{t}\mathbf{u}\mathbf{r}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{i}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{g}{\,\,}} \\
 & {\quad + c_{6}\ast\mathbf{s}\mathbf{p}\mathbf{e}\mathbf{e}\mathbf{d}\ast\mathbf{a}\mathbf{c}\mathbf{c}\mathbf{e}\mathbf{p}\mathbf{t}\mathbf{a}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{c}\mathbf{e}} \\
 & {\quad + c_{7}\ast\mathbf{s}\mathbf{p}\mathbf{e}\mathbf{e}\mathbf{d}\ast\mathbf{d}\mathbf{i}\mathbf{s}\mathbf{t}\mathbf{a}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{c}\mathbf{e}} \\
 & {\quad + c_{8}\ast\mathbf{t}\mathbf{u}\mathbf{r}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{i}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{g}\ast\mathbf{a}\mathbf{c}\mathbf{c}\mathbf{e}\mathbf{p}\mathbf{t}\mathbf{a}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{c}\mathbf{e}} \\
 & {\quad + c_{9}\ast\mathbf{t}\mathbf{u}\mathbf{r}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{i}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{g}\ast\mathbf{d}\mathbf{i}\mathbf{s}\mathbf{t}\mathbf{a}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{c}\mathbf{e}} \\
 & {\quad + c_{10}\ast\mathbf{d}\mathbf{i}\mathbf{s}\mathbf{t}\mathbf{a}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{c}\mathbf{e}\ast\mathbf{a}\mathbf{c}\mathbf{c}\mathbf{e}\mathbf{p}\mathbf{t}\mathbf{a}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{c}\mathbf{e}} \\
 & {\quad + c_{11}\ast\mathbf{s}\mathbf{p}\mathbf{e}\mathbf{e}\mathbf{d}^{2} + c_{12}\ast\mathbf{t}\mathbf{u}\mathbf{r}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{i}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{g}^{2}} \\
 & {\quad + c_{13}\ast\mathbf{a}\mathbf{c}\mathbf{c}\mathbf{e}\mathbf{p}\mathbf{t}\mathbf{a}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{c}\mathbf{e}^{2} + c_{14}\ast\mathbf{d}\mathbf{i}\mathbf{s}\mathbf{t}\mathbf{a}\mathbf{n}\mathbf{c}\mathbf{e}^{2},} \\
\end{aligned}$$ where**kinematic measure**is the dependent variable (either movement smoothness, range of motion, arm displacement, or arm coordination); speed, turning, acceptance, and distance are the independent variables set by the NTT during our pilot-testing experiment, and the *c*~*i*~ constants are the coefficients resulting from the multiple regression analysis.

Besides the kinematic modeling approach, a parallel system is established to maximize challenge and engagement and therefore potentiate the highest performance level and flow. This is achieved by means of a time race \[[@B62], [@B71]\] during which NTT monitors the efficiency of the patient\'s actions by assessing his/her performance at every task completion (item collection) ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, efficiency assessment). Given that the flight speed and item distance are known training parameters to the NTT, it is possible to define efficiency in the following way:

$$\text{Efficiency} = \frac{\text{actual}{\,\,}\text{task}{\,\,}\text{completion}{\,\,}\text{time}}{\text{ideal}{\,\,}\text{task}{\,\,}\text{completion}{\,\,}\text{time}}.$$ Efficiency is computed at every task completion/object collection, which enables estimating how much time is needed by the patient on each task. Thus, the time race is implemented by providing every object with a timer that indicates how much time is left to collect it. The timer is based on the patient\'s efficiency data from previously collected items, being modulated by a Gaussian noise function (M = 1, SD = 0.2) ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, task time). Targets that allow more than the average time needed by the patient are presented as balloons (easy), and targets requiring less time are presented as stars (difficult). If the task is not completed within the time window, the target disappears and the timer is reset to a longer time as determined by the patient\'s mean efficiency ([3](#EEq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}). On one hand, this time race strategy allows personalizing the challenge of the task to the particular skills of the patient \[[@B62]\]. This design allows us to change task difficulty without interfering with the training parameters, which in our case determine the training objectives. On the other hand, training parameters (speed, turning, acceptance, and distance) are only updated when the patient\'s efficiency increases or decreases ([3](#EEq3){ref-type="disp-formula"}). Hence, the more efficient the patient is on the task, the higher the demands in terms of training objectives. Consequently, our personalization algorithm consists of two parallel loops that shape challenge and training parameters to provide optimized and enjoyable training.

3. Results {#sec3}
==========

As described above, the NTT was evaluated with 10 right-handed healthy naive participants. As expected, healthy participants present a low Smoothness Index SI (MD = 5), with no significant difference between dominant and nondominant arms (Wilcoxon signed-ranks test, *Z* = −.0212, *P* = .9831) ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). A similar SI interquartile range (IQR) for dominant and nondominant arms is found (6.5 and 6, resp.).

Example data on arm displacement from participant number 1 is shown in [Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}. A group analysis shows a median hand displacement of 23.25 cm per item collected, moving the dominant arm significantly less than the nondominant arm (Wilcoxon Signed-ranks test, *Z* = 13.5642, *P* \< .0001).

Consistent with the arm displacement data, a paired sample *t*-test analysis revealed that the dominant arm uses a lower functional ROM (M = 23.38, SD = 16.14 cm) than the nondominant arm for healthy participants (M = 27.18, SD = 18.12 cm), *t*(403) = −4.6924, *P* \< .0001 ([Figure 8](#fig8){ref-type="fig"}).

The investigation of arm coordination in healthy participants reveals a high degree of coordination, that is, high correlation values between the movement trajectories of the arms during the training task (M = .8143, SD = .2433). This is consistent with the high degree of motor control of this population of users ([Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, the arm contribution analysis of the NTT training task---which assesses the impact of the movement of each arm in the steering of the avatar---reveals larger contributions (*t*(9) = −8.5925, *P* \< .0001) for dominant arms (M = .5631, SD = .1872) than for nondominant arms (M = .5095, SD = .2333) (see [Section 2.2.3](#sec2.2.3){ref-type="sec"} for the details on the quantification of arm coordination and contribution). While this result is consistent with what is expected from dominant arms, in previous measures, we observed lower displacement and ROM for the dominant arm. This indicates that the dominant arm does not only contribute more, but it is also more precise in its actions, requiring less movement and ROM to accomplish the task.

[Figure 9](#fig9){ref-type="fig"} shows that the NTT is capable of assessing different aspects of the movement kinematics when used by healthy users. Consequently, if we can assess how the NTT training parameters relate to the actual resulting physical exercise and movement kinematics on the tabletop, we can optimize the NTT training parameters accordingly to deliver appropriate and personalized training. Subsequently, we used these quantitative data on movement kinematics combined with modeling techniques to establish statistical relationships between the training parameters used and the actual physical exercise associated with them. We performed four separate multiple regression analyses to find out how the NTT training parameters contribute to the changes observed in the previously determined kinematic measures. Using the data from our healthy participants, we have identified the training parameters, the first-order interactions, and the second-order parameters that contribute to the movement smoothness, range of motion, arm displacement, and arm coordination ([Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}). The exact model coefficients described in ([2](#EEq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}) and related statistics are shown in Table 3 (see supplementary material available online at doi:10.1155/2012/802157).

From the multiple regression analysis we can conclude that not all training parameters contribute to all movement kinematics. This means that, depending on our training objectives, a different set of parameters need to be changed to affect the user\'s movement kinematics. Thus, according to the relations established in [Table 2](#tab2){ref-type="table"}, we have implemented a personalization training algorithm that can adjust the training parameters depending on the training objectives set by the user ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). In this algorithm for the adaptation of training, only a subset of the training parameters will be adjusted during training depending on whether the user needs to train movement smoothness, ROM, arm displacement, arm coordination, or any combination of these. The selection of the training objectives will therefore determine the kinematic models to be used during an NTT session ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, kinematic model).

4. Conclusions and Discussion {#sec4}
=============================

In this paper we presented the Neurorehabilitation Training Toolkit (NTT), a low-cost neurorehabilitation system that aims at offering an alternative for continued at-home rehabilitation after stroke. The NTT is designed along neuroscientific guidelines as well as game design principles to drive motor recovery, while maximizing engagement and motivational factors. Additionally, it is designed to be compatible with any modern PC that runs Windows O.S. and has an Internet connection. Because of its architecture and design, the NTT is a unique rehabilitation system. By capitalizing on broadly available home technology, the NTT is a free rehabilitation tool that is accessible worldwide via a web browser. This feature makes it immediately available for large-scale deployment, having an enormous potential as a motor training solution for patients in remote areas, with low income, low mobility, or without access to rehabilitation facilities. Furthermore, it is designed to serve as an at-home complement to other training or simply for continued rehabilitation after hospital discharge. Since NTT is accessed via a web browser, it does not have to be installed on the patient\'s computer and it is easily upgradeable, allowing patients to increase their portfolio of training games. NTT is a completely self-contained training system that does not require the intervention of a therapist or specialist. Further, NTT is a safe system completely based on noninvasive technologies, making it a suitable solution for unsupervised and at-home use. Based on the psychometric analysis presented here, the NTT is designed to automatically adjust its training parameters to the training. More concretely, NTT allows training movement smoothness, range of motion, arm displacement, arm coordination, or any combination of these based on the presented kinematic models.

As opposed to other approaches using technologies such as robotic devices, custom-made tracking technologies, brain-computer interfaces, data gloves, or expensive commercial hardware \[[@B16], [@B32], [@B51], [@B72]--[@B75]\], the NTT only requires a PC, a pair of computer mice and an Internet connection. This advantage of the NTT, which lowers the accessibility threshold for at-home rehabilitation training technologies, also represents one of its most important challenges. For instance, the lack of a supervised setting and the absence of complete upper-body tracking represent a limitation that more sophisticated systems do not suffer \[[@B16], [@B18], [@B75]--[@B77]\]. More specifically, the NTT kinematic analyses are based on the end effector. However, despite this caveat, the NTT is able to contribute with a detailed and functional analysis of training task performance. As reported in this paper, outcomes such as ROM, arm displacement, arm coordination, and individual arm contribution to the task objectives are unique assessment properties of the NTT. Our study with healthy participants has shown a precise quantification of ROM, coordination, arm contribution, and smoothness of movement, while also being able to detect handedness. Interestingly, the data revealed differences in ROM and arm contribution as result of handedness but no differences in movement smoothness. Compared to the nondominant arm, the dominant arm displayed a significant reduction of ROM while simultaneously showing an increased contribution in task performance. In the particular case of patients, ROM and accumulated displacement are expected to be more informative since they reveal different aspects of movement kinematics (arm aperture and amount of movement), which are not necessarily dependent. Although we have shown a high accuracy assessing functional outcome in healthy users, more research is needed to understand the limitations of this system when used by elderly and stroke patients. Given the nature of the bilateral training task and the possibility of supporting the actions of the paretic arm with the nonparetic arm, the use of compensatory movements is expected to be reduced. Nevertheless, we need to understand the extent of the use of compensatory movements and its effect in the assessed movement kinematics, since combined trunk, shoulder and elbow movements can contribute to effective hand movements. Similarly, the presented kinematic models generated with healthy user data need to be further validated in a trial with patients.

Despite the limitations of the presented psychometric modeling, the NTT goes beyond the adaptive and personalized training of previous work, allowing for a novel individualized and parametric training of several functional outcomes \[[@B18]\]. Finally, the automatic data-collection capability of the NTT and its questionnaire system enable a large-scale deployment to quantify its impact. We believe that rehabilitation technologies will continue to move in this direction, from custom and more expensive hardware-based solutions to low-cost systems that can be used at the patient\'s home \[[@B15], [@B16], [@B31]\]. The presented study is the first step that validates the design and technological aspects of the NTT with healthy users. In the next phase, it will be deployed and validated with stroke patients at their homes. The NTT, with its novel design principles and assessment capabilities, represents another step towards consolidation and at-home deployment of these technologies.

Supplementary Material {#supplementary-material-sec}
======================

###### 

Multiple regression analysis and related statistics. The table shows the exact regression coefficients resulting of the multiple regression analysis performed for the four kinematics measures (movement smoothness, range of motion, arm displacement and arm coordination) using the training parameters as independent variables. Only statistically significant interactions are considered.

###### 

Click here for additional data file.
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![Neurorehabilitation Training Toolkit system architecture. (A) A web browser is used to access the application and its instruction at <http://neurorehabilitation.m-iti.org/NTT/> (B) NTT can be executed on any modern PC equipped with two mice and an internet connection. (C) The NTT software is accessed freely from Internet, where the NTT servers are located. (D) A number of remote servers host the NTT site, the application itself, and are used to log user data.](SRT2012-802157.001){#fig1}

![Sketch of the NTT-bilateral training task. Two mice track the position of right and left hands. The training consists of bilateral and coordinated displacement of the arms in the *Y* axis to change the heading direction of the NTT-virtual glider. The distance between hands in the *Y* axis defines the direction and the turning speed. See text for further information.](SRT2012-802157.002){#fig2}

![Game design elements of the Neurorehabilitation Training Toolkit (NTT). (a) Curve describing the narrative structure of the NTT where the different game levels are assigned to a narrative (interest) value. (b) Snapshot of the NTT training scenario during a game play. Task and feedback elements are indicated.](SRT2012-802157.003){#fig3}

![Design principles of the personalization of training with the NTT. (a) Yerkes-Dodson law established an inverted U-curve dependence between stress level and task performance. (b) Flow theory places the maximum user engagement in the balance between skills and challenge in a given task, described as the flow channel. See text for further details.](SRT2012-802157.004){#fig4}

![NTT personalization process. The adaptation of the training parameters is realized according to the patient\'s efficiency in the task. A kinematic model maps training objectives to individual NTT parameters. In parallel, a timer is used to create a time-race task. See text for further information.](SRT2012-802157.005){#fig5}

![Analysis of movement smoothness by means of the Smoothness Index (SI). (a) Sample speed profiles of the movements tracked by both NTT mice. The number of movement segments contained in a specific movement trajectory is computed by locating the speed local minima (red and green dots). (b) SI is computed for each arm and for each item collected in the virtual training environment. Boxplot from 10 healthy participants. For more information see text.](SRT2012-802157.006){#fig6}

![Arm displacement on the tabletop (cm) per item collected during a NTT training session. Data from healthy participant number 1.](SRT2012-802157.007){#fig7}

![Range of Motion (ROM) usage during NTT training. Data consist of 404 data samples from the 10 healthy participants. Bar indicates mean ROM and error bars SD.](SRT2012-802157.008){#fig8}

![Arm coordination and contribution analysis for the NTT training task. Data from 10 healthy participants. Bars indicate the mean and error bars the SD.](SRT2012-802157.009){#fig9}

###### 

Exploratory parameter space used in the NTT pilot-testing phase.

                                   Minimum    Maximum
  -------------------------------- ---------- ----------
  **Speed** (flying speed)         4 m/s      80 m/s
  **Turning** (turning speed)      15 deg/s   80 deg/s
  **Acceptance radius**            1 m        10 m
  **Distance** (between targets)   10 m       40 m

###### 

Table of significances of the multiple regression analyses. Crosses indicate terms that have a significant contribution to the kinematic measure and thus are taken into account in our modeling purposes. *s*, *t*, *a*, and *d* refer to the training variables flying speed, turning speed, acceptance radius, and distance, respectively. See Table 3 for further details on the model coefficients and related statistics.

                        *s*   *t*   *a*   *d*   *s*∗*t*   *s*∗*a*   *s*∗*d*   *t*∗*a*   *t*∗*d*   *a*∗*d*   *s*^2^   *t*^2^   *a*^2^   *d*^2^
  --------------------- ----- ----- ----- ----- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- --------- -------- -------- -------- --------
  Movement smoothness                     ×                                                                                            ×
  Range of motion             ×                           ×                                                 ×        ×        ×        
  Arm displacement                                                                                ×                                    
  Arm coordination                              ×         ×                                                                            ×
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